





























   
    
    


    
    
    
    

















 
 









 
 
 
 
 
 













































































 
































FEATURES & ... ... CONFIGURATIONS

CNC Controls
Simultaneous 5 axes operation

Heidenhain TNC640 
19” screen

Siemens 840D SL
19” Screen

5 Face operation
Siemens 828D

15” screen

This new Bridgeport XT630 5AX 5 axis machining centre represents the 
first of next generation of machining centres from Hardinge. The XT630 
5AX has a travelling beam structure that further extends the machining 
performance in terms of complexity, capacity, and geometric & positioning 
accuracy.
The 630mm diameter table on the XT 630 5AX with table load capacity of 
350 kg coupled with 900mm swing diameter provides the capacity for 
complex machining solutions demanded by aerospace, automotive, power 
generation, medical, mould tool & die and other manufacturing sectors.
The XT630 5AX with 630mm diameter table will complement the existing 5 
axis solutions with 250mm and 320mm diameter offerings of GX250 5ax 
and XR320 5AX from Hardinge.

Spindle speeds includes motorised and direct coupled motors with 18,000 rpm, 15,000 rpm and 12,000 rpm.

18,000 rpm Motorised
38 kW 123 Nm

HSK63

15000 rpm DDS 
14kW 89 Nm

BIG Plus 40 & HSK 63

Tool changer capacity of 24, 40 or 60 tools . 
The tool storage and the twin arm changer are 
located behind an automatic door separating 
the cutting zone. The changer is anchored to 
the stiff base. 

The 4th  and 5th axis trunnion table anchored to the single piece 
base casting is specified with twin motors for the tilt axis. The 
twin motors operating in synchronised torque mode  to ensure 
minimum backlash that further enhances the precision of 
repeatability leading to higher overall accuracy.
The table capacity of 350 kg has a wide gap between the ends of 
the trunnion exhibiting a 900mm capacity of swing diameter.
The tilt axis range from +30 ° to - 120 ° has a fast rotational 
speed of 20 rpm. The C axis has continuous 360 ° rotation with 
15 rpm speed

Accuracy
A Axis Positioning 10 arc sec.  Repeatability 4 arc sec. (rotary scale as standard)
C Axis Positioning 15 arc sec. Repeatability 6 arc sec.
C Axis with rotary scale Op. Positioning 10 arc sec, Repeatability 4 arc sec. 

The XT630 5AX machine has a stiff structure that has been 
developed using FEA analysis and incorporates a travelling 

beam construction. This arrangement has the linear axes are 
independent of the component. The component is located on 
a stiff trunnion table for the two rotary axis which includes 
twin motors in the tilt axis. This type of  structure layout 
enhances the geometric and positioning accuracy when 

compared with the various other structures that are used in 
the manufacture of 5 axis machines. The travelling beam with 
the three linear axes and the trunnion table with rotary axis 
are both located on a stiff one piece base casting weighing 
over 5 tons.  The complete structure weighs over 13 tons.

The stiff structure of the head/sad-
dle/beam is further enhanced with the 
addition of optional linear scales. The  

cooling of the ballnut and end bearings in 
all three linear axes enhances thermal 

stability that includes cooled spindles and 
strategically directing  exhaust heat 
sources away from the structure.

Large axis stroke of 762mm in X; 630mm in Y and 610mmin Z in linear axis coupled 
with +30 ° ~ -120 ° in A axis and 360 ° in C axis coupled with the clearance 
between to end of the turrets results in being able to accommodate 900mm 
diameter component that is 700 mm tall
The Y axis reach is 630 mm with the table at 0 ° and 415mm with the table at 90° 

The coolant management system extracts the swarf to the back of the 
machine and discharges to the swarf bin. The swarf and coolant inlet is 
discharged directly to the 500mm wide conveyor which sits in a 
opening in the base casting which is directly under the cutting zone. 
The coolant system with discharge from around the spindle is further 
assisted with base washdown. The discharge for the conveyor is to a 
400 litre coolant settlement tank is on LHS of machine that houses the 
pumps including 20 bar CTS arrangement. 


